Acoustic site monitoring at Al Ezzel Power Plant in Bahrain
CUSTOMER NEED
Distran performed its first leak inspection in the
Middle East area, requested by a multinational
electric utility company ENGIE. The task in-

burners, HRSGs, generators, gas distribution,
compressed air system, filter house; and two
steam units including STs, generators, compressed air system.

volved a complete site inspection for potential
leaks before the upcoming planned outage. Distran’s Ultra M was chosen as a tool to complete
this detailed survey of a 950 MW natural gas
fired combined cycle power plant.
SOLUTION
A five day visit on site was scheduled with a
Distran consultant to perform the complete inspection. Whereas a survey of such a large area
with the use of traditional tools would have
been unachievable in a comparably short time.
Throughout the five days the Ultra M was used

Gas leak example at main gas incoming station

to measure: four gas units including GTs, silo
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RESULT

CONCLUSION

The inspection was successfully conducted and

The acoustic site monitoring at Al Ezzel power

Distran’s consultant verified all installations

plant provided a significant help to the local

within the agreed area. The ultrasound camera

maintenance team. The very efficient, yet accu-

Ultra M was able to spot leaks of various types,

rate inspection allowed the team to address all

sizes and in diverse locations - many of which

the discovered issues during the outage. A thor-

were unnoticed until then. The visit concluded

ough leak search is not only crucial for the

with the following primary results: 9 methane

plant’s efficiency and availability but also to

leaks, 47 compressed air leaks, 12 compensator

maintain a safe work environment - thus the

leaks, 9 steam leaks and a few other noise indi-

usage of Distran’s Ultra M is a proven method

cations.

to achieve this target.

Thanks to Distran’s innovative,
easy-to-use and effective technology, we have already been
able to increase the efficiency
and safety of our facilities.

James Barrett
General manager
at Al Ezzel Power Plant,
ENGIE
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